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We evaluate the performance of maximum likelihood (ML) analysis of allele frequency data in a linear array of
populations. The parameters are a mutation rate and either the dispersal rate in a stepping stone model or a dispersal rate
and a scale parameter in a geometric dispersal model. An approximate procedure known as maximum product of
approximate conditional (PAC) likelihood is found to perform as well as ML. Mis-specification biases may occur
because the importance sampling algorithm is formally defined in term of mutation and migration rates scaled by the total
size of the population, and this size may differ widely in the statistical model and in reality. As could be expected, ML
generally performs well when the statistical model is correctly specified. Otherwise, mutation rate estimates are much
closer to mutation probability scaled by number of demes in the statistical model than scaled by number of demes in
reality when mutation probability is high and dispersal is most limited. This mis-specification bias actually has practical
benefits. However, opposite results are found in opposite conditions. Migration rate estimates show roughly similar
trends, but they may not always be easily interpreted as low-bias estimates of dispersal rate under any scaling. Estimation
of the dispersal scale parameter is also affected by mis-specification of the number of demes, and the different biases
compensate each other in such a way that good estimation of the so-called neighborhood size (or more precisely the
product of population density and mean-squared parent–offspring dispersal distance) is achieved. Results congruent with
these findings are found in an application to a damselfly data set.

Despite lasting efforts, estimating dispersal rates from
genetic data remain a challenging problem. Many uncertainties remain about the various complicating factors that
may invalidate inferences. It is not clear how many parameters can be estimated accurately and whether the results
will be robust to various factors such as the mode of evolution of the markers, ancestral history of the species, and
populations unaccounted for in the statistical model (e.g.,
Slatkin 1994; Arbogast et al. 2002; Rousset 2007 for
reviews).
Nevertheless, in spatially subdivided populations,
some statistical patterns depend mainly on the recent history of the population. This makes it possible to develop
statistical methods that specifically exploit these patterns,
and therefore could be robust to various uncontrolled factors (e.g., Slatkin 1993, 1994). For example, previous
works on moment-based methods (i.e., methods based
on Wright’s FST and similar measures) have shown that reliable estimation of some dispersal parameters is possible
under isolation by distance because such estimation may
be based on genetic patterns independent of unsampled
populations, of mutation models, and robust to past demographic fluctuations (Slatkin 1993; Rousset 1997; Leblois
et al. 2004).
On the other hand, moment methods may throw out
too much of the information in the data. Much recent efforts
have been focused on developing maximum likelihood
(ML) methods (Beerli and Felsenstein 1999, 2001; Bahlo
and Griffiths 2000; Stephens and Donnelly 2000; Beerli
2004; de Iorio and Griffiths 2004b; de Iorio et al. 2005),
which in principle use more information in the data than
moment methods. Although ML methods could allow to
estimate more parameters and to estimate them more accuKey words: dispersal, maximum likelihood, coalescence, isolation
by distance, microsatellites.
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rately, the same general robustness concerns arise as for any
other method. The effect of populations that are connected
by dispersal to the sampled ones, but that are not accounted
for in the statistical model, has received some attention
(Beerli 2004; Slatkin 2005). Beerli (2004) investigated
the effect of a third population on the estimation of dispersal
between 2 populations, for sequence data (100,000 bp per
individual sampled). Slatkin (2005) considered predicting
the magnitude of these effects from a simple algebraic argument based on expected coalescence times of pairs of
genes. This argument predicts a bias when there is some
estimator bias in Beerli’s simulations, but the predicted bias
is an overestimate of the observed bias. Slatkin also notes
that the method cannot be applied to all possible dispersal
patterns and sampling designs, in particular in a linear array
as will be considered below.
So far, performance of ML methods has been analyzed
in models with up to 4 demes (Beerli and Felsenstein 2001;
Beerli 2006). The ultimate aim of the present work is the
application and assessment of ML methods in much larger
networks of subpopulations. The type of data considered
here are allelic counts at high mutation rate loci such as
many microsatellites.
Estimation is expected to be less precise when the
number of parameters increases, and this effect is already
apparent in a 4-demes model (Beerli 2006). We therefore
focus on dispersal models with few parameters, such as
the stepping stone/isolation by distance models on a homogeneous lattice, rather than the whole migration matrix
approach implemented, for example, in Migrate (Beerli
and Felsenstein 1999, 2001). We have implemented the algorithm of de Iorio and Griffiths (2004a, 2004b) to handle
the case of localized dispersal (isolation by distance) in a linear habitat. This scenario has been chosen because it is a relatively simple starting point for a larger simulation project,
yet it is realistic enough to have allowed reasonably accurate statistical analyses on real data sets. Although the isolation by distance models neglect spatial heterogeneities,
these do not appear to be a major concern in a number
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of applications, for example, allowing good estimation of
‘‘neighborhood size’’ by nonlikelihood methods (Rousset
1997, 2000; Sumner et al. 2001; Fenster et al. 2003; Watts
et al. 2007), and a similar result will be achieved here using
the data of Watts et al. (2007). We attempt to analyze samples from large sets of subpopulations, not only because of
the problem of unaccounted populations but because, as
shown in these references, many natural populations may
be described as a large network of small subpopulations
connected by a large amount of dispersal, even up to the
point where no subpopulations are distinguished from individuals or mating pairs (‘‘continuous’’ populations).
Moreover, the same works confirm the theoretical expectation that such conditions are favorable to the reliable estimation of dispersal rates.
We will see that although ML estimation under models
of 10–15 populations is easy based on the algorithms of de
Iorio and Griffiths, it becomes progressively more difficult
as the number of subpopulations increases, and analysis of
an average data set would require weeks on most desk computers when more than 40 subpopulations are considered.
Hence, after a check of the method and assessment of numerical factors that may affect the precision of the estimates
in simple conditions, we will consider the effects of unaccounted subpopulations on the analyses and a fast approximation to ML.
Under a nearest neighbor stepping stone model, unaccounted populations will be found to have little effect, but if
dispersal distance follows a geometric distribution, stronger
mis-specification effects will be obtained. Irrespective of
mis-specification, the shape of the dispersal distribution
will appear difficult to estimate. We will also test less thoroughly the effect of some other deviations from the model,
which will appear to have less impact on performance.
A fast heuristic approximation, product of approximate conditional (PAC) likelihood (Li and Stephens
2003; Cornuet and Beaumont 2007), will be shown to yield
results very close to those based on likelihood itself and will
allow a more thorough investigation of possible causes of
poor performance as well as of a wider range of parameter
values, in particular higher dispersal among smaller demes,
and lower mutation rates.

Methods
Design of Simulation Study
Population Models
As a first approximation, we may consider many species as collections of clusters of subpopulations (or of
‘‘demes’’) with abundant dispersal within each cluster
and relatively much less dispersal among clusters. We consider the analysis of one such cluster. Typical values for
the biological scenarios envisioned here would be deme
size 1–100, dispersal probability 0.5, and therefore expected number of immigrants 0.5–50 per deme. In order
to maintain enough genetic variability within the total population, we must also consider a large array of demes and/or
large deme size and small migration rates.
These different requirements somehow conflict with
each other and with constraints on computation times.

Thus, we first consider large haploid deme size (400), small
dispersal probability (0.01), and high mutation probability
(103 per gene copy per generation), so that we can check
performance in a small network of populations; then we
will take benefit of the fast PAC likelihood method and will
increase lattice size, reduce deme size, increase dispersal,
and decrease mutation probability. In all cases the probability of dispersal to signed distance k 6¼ 0 can be described
as
m
ð1  gÞgjk1j ;
2

ð1Þ

for given g. g is thus a shape parameter which describes
dispersal distances. The stepping stone model is the limit
case g/0.
Some effects of dispersal on population processes,
such as cline shape, are well quantified by the axial
mean-squared parent–offspring distance, r2 (e.g., (Barton
and Gale 1993). In the geometric dispersal model,
r2 5

mð1 þ gÞ
ð1  gÞ2

:

ð2Þ

The product Dr2, where D is population density, also
determines spatial variation in the probability of identity of
genes (isolation by distance: Sawyer 1977 for the most
accurate results). Although different views have been held
about the reasonable magnitude of r2 and Dr2, these
parameters can be low in natural populations. In such
organisms, as Dipodomys rodents (Rousset 2000; Winters
and Waser 2003), humans in the rainforest (Wood et al.
1985; Rousset 1997), Chamaecrista fasciculata (Fabaceae;
(Fenster et al. 2003), American marten (Broquet et al.
2006), and Gnypetoscincus queenslandiae skinks (Sumner
et al. 2001), concurrent genetic and demographic estimates
of Dr2 were 2.5    40, and such is r2 when measured
in unit of interindividual distance (such that D 5 1). In the
latter units, r2 will be 7.5    840 in our simulations.
Note that in the linear habitats considered in this work,
Dr2 values cannot be compared unless they are measured
in the same spatial unit because density scales as
distance1 hence Dr2 scales as distance. In this work, it
will be reported as Nr2, that is, in units of array step
(except for the actual data analysis).
The assumed mutation probability is 103 or 104,
which is not unrealistic for microsatellite markers (reviewed in Ellegren 2000; see also e.g., Vigouroux et al.
2002; Gusmão et al. 2005). At high mutation rate loci,
the allelic type of rare immigrants from distant populations
should be uncorrelated to that of resident individuals, so the
mutation events can also represent immigration from distant
clusters of populations (Kimura and Weiss 1964). Only the
103 mutation probability will be considered in the smallest
populations simulated as it is required to maintain substantial variation. Both mutations rates will be considered in
larger populations, where this 10-fold variation in mutation
probability will have notable consequences for the interpretation of the results.
The K-allele mutation model will be assumed in the
data-generating simulations, except for a few cases where
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Table 1
Notation
Population (data-generating) model
N
r2
nd
vab
m

Deme size (gene copies or haploid individuals)
Mean-squared parent–offspring distance
Number of demes
Dispersal probability between demes a and b in de Iorio and Griffiths (2004b)
Total dispersal probability (this work)

Additional parameters of statistical model
nm
NT
Ne
h [ 2NTl
mab [ 2NTvab

Number of demes in statistical model
Total haploid size in statistical model (N in de Iorio and Griffiths, 2004b)
Effective size in statistical model (haploid equivalent)
Scaled mutation rate
Scaled dispersal rate in between demes a and b in de Iorio and Griffiths (2004b)

Numerical parameters
nt
np

Number of ancestral trees (IS algorithm) or sequences (PAC likelihood algorithm)
Number of parameter points in which likelihood or other statistics are computed

a 10-allele–bounded stepwise mutation model (SMM) will
be considered in order to test the robustness of the analyses
when the marker mutational process deviates from the one
assumed in the statistical model.
Statistical Models
In its most general form the statistical model considered here allows estimation of 3 parameters: a mutation rate,
a migration rate (scaled probability of immigration), and the
g parameter describing the geometric distribution of dispersal distances. We also investigated the performance of
the estimator obtained by plugging the ML estimates of
Nm and g in the parametric expression for Nr2 in terms
of these parameters (eq. 2).
Most simulations assume localized dispersal on a linear array of populations, with absorbing boundaries, much
as in the population models under which samples are simulated. However, in practice this either assumes that the positions of the sampled demes in the linear array are known
or this forces the user to make assumptions about this position. Hence, estimation under a circular lattice model will
also be considered.
Sampling Design
We assume that samples are taken as follows: in the 4demes model, in each deme; in the 100-demes models, at
positions 50, 52, . . ., 50 þ 2(ns  1) where ns is the number
of demes sampled; in the 1,000-demes models, at positions
500, 502, . . ., 500 þ 2(ns  1) for ns 5 4 or 10 and at positions 500, . . ., 519 for ns 5 20.
The Algorithms and their Implementation
Notation
Some notation is summarized in table 1. Note that de
Iorio and Griffiths (2004a, 2004b) denote N, the total size of
the population, which we here denote NT.
Computation of the Likelihood
The detailed features of the algorithm have been described in de Iorio and Griffiths (2004a, 2004b) and are
not repeated here, although some guidance is given. In this

section, their notation is followed, unless indicated otherwise.
Their algorithm computes likelihood under the structured
coalescent models described by Notohara (1990) and
Herbots (1997), which are limit processes, for large deme
size and low migration rates, of the classical migration matrix models (e.g., Nagylaki 1983; Rousset 2004, p. 54 sqq).
In these algorithms, one considers an absorbing Markov
chain over the state n of the set of ancestral lineages of
a sample of genes from the time of sampling up to the most
recent common ancestor. n is characterized by the allelic
type and the geographic position of the lineages. A sample
can be represented as the sequential addition from 0 to n
genes, where the probability that any additional gene is
of a given type will depend on the state of genes already
present. The likelihood can thus be written in terms of
any given sequence of gene states sl (allelic type and geographic position) leading to the observed sample, as
 Y
l5n
n
pðsl jnl1 Þ;
n l51

ð3Þ

where p(sl|nl–1) is the probability that an additional
sampled gene sl is of a given type, given the configuration
 
n
nl–1 already generated by the sequence, and
is the
n
multinomial coefficient in terms of the allelic counts n (de
Iorio et al. 2005). de Iorio and Griffiths define an
importance sampling (IS) algorithm considering the
successive events (mutation, migration or coalescence)
that may affect the ancestral lineages of the sample. p()
terms can be defined for migration and mutation events
from the above ones (e.g., the p for a migration event
leading from some configuration ‘‘n þ migrating gene in
deme 1’’ to ‘‘n þ migrating gene in deme 2’’ is defined
from the ratio of the p(|n) for addition of the migrating
allele to deme 1 and of the p(|n) for its addition to deme
2). The IS algorithm is defined in terms of approximations
p̂ to the p’s. If p̂5p, one iteration of this algorithm (i.e.,
one ancestral history) is enough to compute the likelihood.
In general, the p’s cannot be computed exactly so that
p̂ 6¼ p. In this case, the IS algorithm may still allow
consistent estimation of the likelihood, and fewer iterations
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of this algorithm should be needed the closer the p̂’s are to
the p’s. Poor choice of p̂ may result in inefficient
estimation of the likelihood (requiring too many iterations
of IS for practical applications) or even in inconsistent
estimation (Stephens and Donnelly 2000). To overcome
these limitations, de Iorio and Griffiths proposed to use the
following p̂. Denote p̂ðjja; nÞ the coefficients considered
when a lineage of allelic type j in deme a is affected by
some event. They are obtained as solutions of linear
equations of the form:
½na q1
a þ ma þhp̂ðjja; nÞ
X
X
Pij p̂ðija; nÞ þ
mab p̂ðjjb; nÞ ð4Þ
5naj q1
a þh
i

b6¼a

(de Iorio and Griffiths 2004b, eq. 2.11) for each j and a.
Here qa is the deme size relative to the total population
size, and (Pij) is a matrix of relative forward mutation
rates. In the present work, we assume a 1-dimensional
lattice, with nd demes of equal size, so that qa 5 1/nd.
Solving a system of Z linear equations typically requires approximately O(Z3) computations (e.g., Press
et al. 1988; Golub and van Loan 1996). The p̂ðjja; nÞ
are the solutions of a system of Knm equations of the form
(4) and most of the computation time is spent solving such
systems of equations. This is the limiting step in considering scenarios with large numbers of alleles or of demes.
Ways of dealing with a large number of alleles are discussed below. The increase in computation time with the
number of demes actually scales higher than n3m because
the number of events in the history of a sample increases
as nm increases. Iterative methods of solution of linear systems of equations can speed up the computations with a negligible loss of accuracy when compared with the direct
solvers. A preconditioned conjugate gradient method
(e.g., Golub and van Loan 1996) was found useful for
nm  60 in this study.
Computation time can be substantially reduced if the
above system of equations can be broken down in disjunct
subsystems of equations. This occurs in particular in the
symmetric K-allele model (KAM) that was the only model
assumed in the estimation procedure in this work. In the
included if we follow de Iorio
KAM, Pij 5 1/K (for i 5 jP
and Griffiths’ convention). i p̂ðija; nÞ51, so that the mutation term on the right-hand side of equation (4) simplifies:
for each allele type j, the recursion (4) can be written as
½na q1
a þ ma þhp̂ðjja; nÞ

X

mab p̂ðjjb; nÞ

b6¼a

5naj q1
a þ h=K:

ð5Þ

Hence, for each allele j, the p̂ðjja; nÞ are obtained as
a solution of the system of nd linear equations for a 5 1,
. . ., nd. The system of Knd equations separates in K
disjunct systems of nd equations, only one of which is
solved once a given allelic type has been chosen. Systems
of nd linear equations also arise for more complex
mutation models if the mutation and genealogical processes are independent (as is usually assumed for neutral
genetic variation): for each right eigenvector rk [ (rkj) of

P
(Pij), one has to deduce equations for j rkj p̂ðjja; nÞ from
equation (4). For each eigenvector rk, there are nd such
equations. Solutions of such a system can then be back
transformed to obtain solutions of equation (4). This
procedure is illustrated for an unbounded SMM, where it
amounts to Fourier analysis, in de Iorio et al. (2005), but it
increases computation time in comparison to the KAM and
was not considered here. Instead, the performance of
KAM-based estimation on data following a bounded SMM
will be presented.
Another potential solution to reduce the computation
time is bridge sampling (Meng and Wong 1996; Fearnhead
and Donnelly 2001), in which the proposal distributions
(hence the p̂’s) are not computed independently for each
parameter point, but only for a few driving values. There
could be a trade-off between the cost of computing the
p̂’s for each point and the potential loss in efficiency of likelihood estimation when suboptimal proposal distributions
are used, and the efficiency of de Iorio and Griffiths’ proposal distribution has initially drawn us away from methods
such as bridge sampling. However, this could prove useful
in later applications.
The PAC Likelihood Heuristics
Cornuet and Beaumont (2007) proposed to use de
Iorio and Griffiths’s p̂ directly as a substitute to p in equation (3) and to average over different sequences of genes
leading to the sample (see also RoyChoudhury and
Stephens 2007). This follows a similar suggestion by Li and
Stephens (2003) who described this procedure as PAC likelihood and as maximum PAC likelihood, the procedure of
maximizing this product with respect to parameters.
There is no general result showing that the PAC likelihood algorithm consistently estimates the likelihood. It
clearly does so when p̂5p, in which case simulation is
not necessary. p is known in particular when the stationary
joint distribution of allele frequencies in different demes is
known. This occurs in the n-coalescent with parentindependent mutation (Stephens and Donnelly 2000; de
Iorio and Griffiths 2004a) and can be extended to the island
model with the same mutation model and a large number of
islands. On the other hand, the distribution is unknown for
stepwise mutation and/or for isolation by distance. Nevertheless, simulation results of Cornuet and Beaumont and
RoyChoudhury and Stephens for stepwise mutation suggest
that PAC likelihood may be used as a practical substitute to
likelihood, and it is much faster to compute because the
number of systems of linear equations to be solved for each
sequence is the sample size, whereas in the IS algorithm, the
number of linear systems will be increased beyond this in
proportion to the number of mutation and migration events
in an ancestral history.
As will be seen, the PAC likelihood statistic is not
a consistent estimator of the likelihood. On the other hand,
the variance of estimation of the PAC likelihood for a given
number of iterations of the PAC likelihood algorithm is
lower than the variance of estimation of likelihood from
the same number of iterations of the IS algorithm, as
was already observed by Cornuet and Beaumont and
RoyChoudhury and Stephens. This reduced variance more
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than compensates for the small bias in estimating likelihood. So, even if maximizing likelihood is better, in terms
of mean square error (MSE), than maximizing the expectation of PAC likelihood, the estimation of demographic
parameters by maximum PAC likelihood may appear better
than ML estimation when both the likelihood and the PAC
likelihood are estimated with some error. We will indeed
find that maximum PAC likelihood estimation is at least
as good, if not slightly better than ML estimation by the
IS algorithm.

Computer Implementation
The Cþþ program used in all data analyses will be
distributed as a free software, MIGRAINE, available
through URL http://kimura.univ-montp2.fr/;rousset/
Migraine.htm. It writes the required R code and can call
R interactively to perform the above iterative procedure.
It has been run on PCs under Windows and Linux,
a Sun workstation, SGI Origin 3800 and IBM Power4 parallel computers of the CINES (www.cines.fr), and several
Linux PC clusters. Some representative computation times
are given in table legends.

Likelihood Surface and ML Estimation
The likelihood in any given parameter point is estimated with some error rather than computed. This prevents
the straightforward application of most algorithms for finding the maximum of a function. A convenient way to address this problem is to interpolate the likelihood surface
from the estimated points by predicting it under some probabilistic model for the shape of the surface. If the surface is
assumed to be the realization of a Gaussian process, this
prediction can be achieved by techniques known as kriging
(e.g., Cressie 1993). Both prediction uncertainty and prediction bias, when the Gaussian assumption does not hold,
are expected, but in most cases this appears to be a minor
source of inaccuracy, as can be tested by increasing the density of points on which interpolation is based. We use kriging as in de Iorio et al. (2005; see also Sacks et al. 1989;
Welch et al. 1992): for each point in parameter space, the
likelihood is estimated by simulations of nt trees. This is
repeated at np points in parameter space. Kriging fits a surface to the estimated likelihood values in the different parameter points. This is an estimate of the likelihood surface,
of which the maximum may be sought by any of the usual
algorithms. We used the package fields (Fields Development Team 2006) in the R statistical environment (R Development Core Team 2004) for the kriging computations.
The Nelder–Mead algorithm as implemented in the R optim
function was used to find the maximum of the estimated
likelihood surface.
As in de Iorio et al. (2005), points are selected by Latin
hypercube sampling (a form of stratified random sampling).
The number of points is adjusted as function of time constraints and efficient use of hypercube sampling. The range
of parameter space explored has to be provided by the user.
In general, one should first explore a wide parameter space
then focus the search around the first estimate obtained.
Here, preliminary work (not shown) helped select parameter ranges within which all estimates would be found,
and only results for these ranges are presented because they
give the relevant information about the performance of ML
estimation per se. Alternatively, a more automated iterative
procedure has been used where a wide parameter range is
used in the first iteration and the parameter range used in the
later iterations is narrowed around the previous estimate obtained for each sample. In particular, a 2-steps procedure
has been used recurrently, where estimates were first deduced from 512 points; 512 additional points were sampled
from an approximately 10-fold smaller parameter space
around the first estimates for each sample, and final estimates are deduced from the 1024 points thus obtained.

Programs Checks
The likelihood estimation procedure was checked
against standard formulas for probability of identity of pairs
of genes (e.g., Maruyama 1970a; Malécot 1975) adapted to
the KAM (e.g., Crow and Aoki 1984; Rousset 2004) and
taken in the limit N/N for Nl and Nm fixed as in the coalescent algorithm. The simulation program generating samples has been previously described (Leblois et al. 2003,
2004) and has been checked as described in these papers.
Comparison of Performance of Different Implementations
There are 2 sources of inaccuracy of estimates. One is
the inaccuracy of the ML estimate relative to the parameter
value. The other is the inaccuracy of the numerical method
in locating the ML estimate, which may be due to considering not enough replicate trees per point in the IS computation or not enough points. It is possible to evaluate the
inaccuracy due to the numerical method by comparing independent runs on the same data (de Iorio et al. 2005).
However, it would have been too time consuming to do
so in all cases. Rather, the impact of numerical settings
on performance will be checked in several cases.
Distributions of estimators (or distributions of differences in cases of paired simulations) were compared primarily through the estimation of differences in MSE or
relative MSE, and further by estimation of differences in
bias and variance. Maximum differences consistent with
the data were deduced from 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) for effects on MSE, bias, and variance constructed
by the ‘‘bootstrap corrected and accelerated’’ (BCa) method
of DiCiccio and Efron (1996). However, because it would
be inconvenient to report all CIs, synthetic bounds on maximum absolute effect size and/or P values derived from the
confidence curves are reported when they bring the main
information together with estimates reported in the tables.

Results
Numbers in brackets refer to the numbered cases in the
2
different tables. For the parameters Nm, Nl,pand
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃNr , we
present relative bias and relative root MSE ( MSE) as this
may be more important than absolute bias and MSE in practice. These relative error measures cannot apply for g (in
particular in the nearest neighbor stepping stone model,
g 5 0), for which bias and MSE are directly computed.
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Table 2
Performance of Estimation in a Nearest Neighbor Stepping
Stone Model
Nl relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)
Linear array of 4 demes of 400 individuals
K54
[1]
0.04 (0.28)
0.04 (0.31)
[2] (np 5 5,000)
0.01 (0.22)
[3] (np 5 5,000, 10 loci)
0.11 (0.19)
[4] (np 5 1,000, 50 loci)
[5] PAC
0.002 (0.28)
K 5 10
[6]
0.52 (0.60)
0.53 (0.61)
[7] (nt 5 300)
[8] (50 loci)
0.47 (0.48)
Linear array of 100 demes of 400 individuals
K54
0.33
[9] (np, nt) 5 (512, 10)
0.27
[10] (np, nt) 5 (512, 30)
0.25
[11]a (np, nt) 5 (5,000, 30)
0.30
[12] nm 5 100
0.26
[13] PAC(np, nt) 5 (512, 10)
0.29
[14] PAC(np, nt) 5 (512, 30)
0.28
[15] PAC(np, nt) 5 (512, 300)
0.25
[16] PAC(np, nt) 5 (5,000, 30)
0.19
[17] PAC, nm 5 100
K 5 10
[18]
0.40
[19] Bounded SMM
0.15

(0.72)
(0.67)
(0.63)
(0.50)
(0.73)
(0.75)
(0.74)
(0.69)
(0.42)
(0.51)
(0.25)

Nm relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

0.11
0.11
0.09
0.03
0.09

(0.36)
(0.33)
(0.25)
(0.12)
(0.33)

0.04 (0.25)
0.08 (0.23)
0.11 (0.13)

0.10
0.12
0.16
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.12

(0.53)
(0.51)
(0.53)
(0.32)
(0.48)
(0.49)
(0.49)
(0.51)
(0.24)

0.005 (0.29)
0.06 (0.29)

NOTE.—Sixty samples were analyzed except 30 for case [4] and 120 for cases
[9] and [18].
a
Likelihood computations for case [11] took 84 min per sample on 2.66
GHz processors, whereas the otherwise identical PAC likelihood analysis took less
than 7 min per sample.

Stepping Stone Dispersal
Numerical results are presented in table 2. For all cases
in this table, l 5 0.001 and m 5 0.01 (Nl 5 0.4, Nm 5 4).
The following values apply to all cases unless noted otherwise: sample sizes were 5 loci, 4 demes sampled, and 60
genes sampled per deme; sampled ranges of parameter values were 2Nl 2 [0.125, 5] and 2Nm 2 [0.125, 20]; nm 5 4,
np 5 512, and nt 5 10.
The precision would be excellent for most practical
purposes. For 5 different analyses of the same data sets
[1]–[5] (4-allele model), the analysis with the largest number of loci (50, case [4]) stands out as the one with the lowest MSE for both estimates (as could be expected) as well as
the lowest Nm bias, but also the highest Nl bias. For an
identical total computation effort, reducing the number
of loci and increasing the number of points analyzed is less
efficient (cases [3] vs. [4], all P , 0.039 except for Nl
MSE). Similar observations are made for a population of
100 demes. For the 10-allele model, MSEs and variances
are likewise reduced after a 10-fold increase in the number
of loci (case [8] vs. [6]); all P , 0.006).
For a population of 4 demes, a stronger bias and MSE
in Nl estimation is observed for data generated under the
10-allele model (case [6]) than under the 4-allele model. For
100 demes, estimation is markedly improved in the 10alleles model relative to the 4-alleles one (cases [18] vs.

[9]). The latter observation is more in keeping with the frequent observation that highly polymorphic markers allow
more powerful inferences, including about structured populations (power of tests of differentiation, Goudet et al.
1996; estimators of FST, Raufaste and Bonhomme 2000;
assignment, Estoup et al. 1998 and Waples and Gaggiotti
2006; Dr2 estimation, Leblois et al. 2003). However, the
estimation biases are reduced by less than 15% (CI bound
on bias reduction; P 5 0.023 for Nm bias, 0.24 for Nl). One
reason for persistent Nl biases with increased sample size
(most notably when the number of loci is increased) is that
the observed number of alleles k in a 1-locus sample is often
lower than K, so the program analyzes the data under a kalleles model rather than under the correct 4- or 10-alleles
model. This also readily explains the comparatively poor
performance in the 4-demes, 10-alleles cases as some alleles are more likely to be absent in smaller populations.
There is no obvious way to avoid the resulting biases, unless external information is provided by the user. Thus, this
must be taken as an inherent bias of the method. Further,
this will be less of a problem in later applications with larger
total population sizes (so that k approaches K), so no attempt was done to correct for this problem in the analyses.
Beyond the number of loci, the number of parameter
points considered may also set a limit to the precision that
can be reached whatever the number of loci is. However, increasing the number of points from 512 to 5,000 (case [2] vs.
[1]) reduces all relative measures of performance by at most
4.5% (upper CI bound, significant only for Nl MSE and variance). Finally, the performance of maximum PAC likelihood is at least as good as the ML analysis (case [5]
vs. [1], all relative effects in favor of PAC likelihood
and ,0.065; P 5 0.003 for Nl bias and .0.24 otherwise).
Another test of a numerical factor (the number of trees sampled by the IS algorithm, case [7] vs. [6]) shows weak effect
(for MSEs, at most a 6% reduction for Nm, P . 0.22, although this hides a bias-variance trade-off, with maximum
absolute bound 7.8% and P 5 0.001 on Nm bias).
Thus, the performance of estimation appears limited
more by sample size than by numerical aspects of the algorithms and not worsened by the use of the PAC likelihood
approximation. These 2 observations will recur in the
sequel.
Estimation of Scaled Parameters under Mis-Specification
We now focus on the effect of unaccounted populations. We assume that unsampled demes in between the
sampled ones are known and properly accounted for. Otherwise, serious mis-specification effects would occur, but
these should be relatively easy to anticipate and/or avoid.
By contrast, we will consider the less trivial effect of unaccounted populations outside the spatial range of sampled
populations. Indeed, we will consider the effect of populations that hardly exchange any migrant directly with the
sampled populations.
First, we should make clear which parameters are to be
estimated when some demes are unaccounted. The coalescent algorithm is based on approximations in terms of
scaled parameters, NTm and NTl in a stepping stone model,
and is expected to perform well (in the sense of asymptotic
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efficiency, at least) when the statistical model and the true
population structure match each other, that is, when nd 5
nm. But it is not obvious how it will perform when these do
not match. Consider, for example, that 4 demes have been
sampled out of a large population of nd 5 100 demes, and
that only nm 5 10 demes are considered in the statistical
model, so that likelihood is computed for different values
of Nnmm. Will ML estimates of Nnmm be close to Nnmm,
close to NTm 5 Nndm, or show a more erratic behavior? In
the latter case, the analysis could be useless. In the second
case, it would not be possible to infer the dispersal probability m (if N is known) or the number of immigrants Nm,
unless there is additional information about nd. Indeed, nd is
often little more than a convenient abstraction as total population sizes fluctuate over the time span of coalescence of
gene lineages. The inferences will therefore be most informative in the first case, when estimates approach Nnmm,
and likewise for Nnml so that estimators of Nm and Nl
can be deduced (and given moderate demographic information, N can be taken out).
This conclusion is a bit caricatural. One could argue
that the most informative scaling for mutation and for migration differ from each other. However, for the parameter
values of cases [11] and [18], the simulations indeed show
that estimates of Nndm and Nndl approach Nnmm and
Nnml. To make this clear, estimates of Nndm and Nndl will
be both divided by the (necessarily known) nm and the resulting values will be compared with Nm and Nl values in
order to assess performance. When we take these values as
the estimands, the mis-specification bias appears low (as
long as l 5 103, as later simulations will emphasize). This
turns a substantial mis-specification bias into a benefit of the
method.
Under this interpretation, some mis-specification effects remain apparent by comparison with the correctly
specified analysis (cases [12] vs. [9]; with both reduced
variance and bias of Nm estimates and reduced variance
of Nl estimates, all P , 0.032). The correctly specified
PAC likelihood analysis also yields clearly better results
than all incorrectly specified ML and PAC likelihood analyses (cases [17] vs. [9]–[16]). PAC likelihood estimates of
Nm are less biased than ML ones (P , 0.043 in all 4 comparisons [9] vs. [13], [10] vs. [14], [11] vs. [16], and [17]
vs. [12]), except for Nm in the latter case. However, effect
sizes are ,10% overall. Numerical settings again appear
to be a comparatively minor source of error in estimation,
the most notable effect being a reduction in variance of
Nl estimates when a higher number of points is computed
(CI for this reduction is 1.1–26.5% for case [9] vs. [11],
less clear cut for case [13] vs. [16]). No further attempt
was made to further sort out the diverse effects of model
mis-specification, small sample size, and PAC likelihood
approximation and their interactions as they all appear
small.
Comparison of cases [18] and [9] also show, as in previous 10-alleles/4-alleles comparisons, a lower MSE and
variance of estimators with 10 alleles than with 4 (all
P , 0.017), yet the Nl bias is not reduced (CI for relative
effect 0.07 to 0.19), which was explained as an effect of
mis-specification of the number of alleles in the mutation
model. Because this mis-specification should be less of

Table 3
Performance of Estimation for Geometric Dispersal in
a Linear Array of 100 Demes

nm
Samples of 5 loci
g50
[20]
10
[21] PAC
—
g 5 0.2
[22]
—
[23] PAC
—
[24]
25
[25] PAC
40
[26] PAC
100
g 5 0.5
[27]
10
[28] PAC
—
[29]
16
[30] PAC
—
25
[31]a
[32] PAC
—
[33] PAC
40
[34] PAC
100
g 5 0.5, 20 loci
[35] PAC
10
[36] PAC
100

Nl relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

Nm relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

g ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
bias
p
( MSE)

0.42 (0.54)
0.26 (0.39)

0.17 (0.30)
0.21 (0.28)

0.12 (0.14)
0.16 (0.21)

0.52
0.39
0.30
0.04
0.05

(0.65)
(0.49)
(0.46)
(0.25)
(0.24)

0.04
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.001

(0.34)
(0.34)
(0.38)
(0.31)
(0.30)

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01

(0.14)
(0.16)
(0.18)
(0.18)
(0.18)

1.01
0.86
0.77
0.68
0.65
0.48
0.20
0.20

(1.13)
(0.97)
(0.90)
(0.85)
(0.84)
(0.68)
(0.61)
(0.61)

0.23
0.16
0.21
0.13
0.20
0.15
0.12
0.09

(0.40)
(0.33)
(0.39)
(0.31)
(0.42)
(0.35)
(0.25)
(0.27)

0.15
0.13
0.21
0.14
0.18
0.16
0.12
0.12

(0.29)
(0.27)
(0.32)
(0.27)
(0.30)
(0.29)
(0.25)
(0.26)

0.76 (0.79)
0.02 (0.31)

0.07 (0.17)
0.07 (0.20)

0.07 (0.19)
0.04 (0.20)

NOTE.—Thirty multilocus samples of 4 sampled demes and 60 genes sampled
per deme were analyzed, except 60 samples for cases [20] and [27]–[32].
a
Case [31] required about 24 h 30 min per sample on 2.66 GHz CPUs.

a concern in sample’s larger populations, and given our focus on microsatellite data, all further simulations in this paper are for K 5 10 alleles.
Effect of Mutation Model
We have considered a KAM for fast computation, but
of course this may not be realistic. Because estimating parameters under a more general mutation model appears unpractical, we evaluated the impact of a bounded stepwise
mutation process on the estimation procedure (case [19]).
The total population is also mis-specified as in the KAM
(case [18]). Compared with the latter, there is some reduction in MSE of Nl estimates due to an 55% change in
mean value (this is highly significant due to the low variance of estimates, P , 5.104). The dispersal estimates are
robust to mis-specification of the mutation model. Similar
results will be obtained for other data generated under the
SMM.
Geometric Dispersal
So far only the nearest neighbor stepping stone model
has been considered, and mis-specification of the number of
demes seemed to have little effect. We now consider
whether we can estimate the parameters of a more general
dispersal distribution. For these analyses, we assume that
dispersal follows a geometric dispersal model described
by equation (1). The performance of estimators of Nm, Nl,
and g when g 5 0, 0.2, and 0.5 is presented in table 3.
For all cases in this table, N 5 400 haploid individuals
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Table 4
Edge Effects

nm

Nl relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

Position effect, g 5 0.5, 5 loci
25 0.20 (0.59)
[37] PACa

FIG. 1.—Differences between PAC likelihood and IS estimation.
Each of the 9 columns shows 3 independent estimates of the PAC
likelihood (n) and 3 estimates of the likelihood (h) for one given
parameter point and one given sample. For each of them, the 3 replicates
are barely distinguishable because the variance of estimation is very low.
The 9 columns represent groups of 3 parameters points for each of 3
samples. Samples and PAC likelihood analyses are as in case [34] but
with nt 5 1,000. IS analysis are for the same statistical model and same nt.

per deme; samples were generated assuming a 10-alleles
model; nt 5 30 and np 5 2197 or 5,000; and sampled ranges
were 2Nl 2 [0.125, 5], 2Nm 2 [2.5, 20], and g 2 [0, 0.8].
The estimation of the parameter g appears very poor
when nm 5 10. For g 5 0, the estimator is biased upward
(case [20]). A bias is expected for a MLE as the parameter
value is at the boundary of the feasible parameter range, but
in the present case this bias is high. For g 5 0.5, the estimator of g is biased downward (case [27]). The weak bias
observed for g 5 0.2 may be the midpoint between the positive bias for lower values of g and the negative bias for
higher value of g. For g 5 0, there is also a slightly higher
absolute bias of Nm estimates (CI 0.093–0.255) relative to
analyses of the same data under the stepping stone model
(cases [18] vs. [20]).
These biases may result both from model misspecification, small sample size, and inaccurate estimation
of likelihood. Effects of model mis-specification can be evidenced only by comparison with analyses assuming the true
number of demes (100), and such analyses can be done routinely only with PAC likelihood. However, the value of the
likelihood statistic under the ‘‘true’’ model was compared
with the PAC likelihood in a few points, and there are
demonstrable differences (fig. 1). Yet, maximum PAC likelihood performance appears at least as good as ML performance (cases [20]–[32] in table 3) as the differences are
mostly in the direction of lower MSE by maximum PAC
likelihood. For maximum PAC likelihood when nm 5
100 and g 5 0.5 (case [34]), Nm is relatively well estimated,
Nl estimates remain biased upward, and g estimation is not
precise enough to be worth considering in practice. Thus,
there is little information about g in the data. Accordingly,
we will increase sample size (in particular, the number of
demes sampled) in later simulations. With the present
sampling design, performance is as good with 40 as with
100 demes, but there is evidence of mis-specification on
Nm and Nl estimation as the bias and MSE of their estimators decrease with nm increasing from 10 to 40.
Not only the number of demes but also the position of
samples relative to the total habitat may be mis-specified.

Analyses under circular array model
g 5 0, 5 loci
[38]
10 0.32 (0.43)
g 5 0.2, 5 loci
[39]
10 0.44 (0.59)
[40]
25 0.21 (0.35)
[41] PAC
40 0.04 (0.25)
[42] PAC
100 0.04 (0.25)
g 5 0.5, 5 loci
[43]
10 0.86 (0.96)
10 0.91 (1.04)
[44]b nt 5 120
[45]
25 0.53 (0.76)
[46] PAC
25 0.22 (0.59)
[47] PAC
40 0.20 (0.61)
g 5 0.5, 20 loci
10 0.84 (0.87)
[48]b
[49] PAC
100 0.02 (0.29)

Nm relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

g ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
bias
p
( MSE)

0.11 (0.25)

0.12 (0.25)

0.17 (0.29)

0.06 (0.08)

0.06
0.14
0.01
0.01

(0.34)
(0.41)
(0.31)
(0.31)

0.07
0.07
0.02
0.01

(0.14)
(0.14)
(0.18)
(0.19)

0.17
0.17
0.19
0.10
0.12

(0.32)
(0.31)
(0.31)
(0.25)
(0.25)

0.28
0.31
0.22
0.13
0.12

(0.35)
(0.36)
(0.29)
(0.25)
(0.25)

0.11 (0.25)
0.06 (0.19)

0.28 (0.31)
0.06 (0.17)

NOTE.—Samples and simulation conditions as in Table 3.
a
Samples set in positions 10, 12, 14, 16 of the array versus 3, 5, 7, 9 in other
analyses with nm 5 25.
b
The analysis of each sample from cases [44] and [48] (5,000 points) takes 12
CPU hours on 2.66 GHz processors.

Estimation performance may differ whether samples are
set close to the assumed edge of the habitat or in its center
as shown in one example (case [37] vs. [32], differing in
particular through the Nl mean, CI on relative effect
0.16–0.39). Analyses under a circular array model were investigated as a practical alternative to having to choose the
position of samples on a linear lattice (table 4 and fig. 2).
Overall, the performance depends somewhat on whether
a circular or linear array is assumed, but this does not affect
the previous conclusions (including the consistently smaller
bias of maximum PAC likelihood estimates relative to
MLEs across simulation conditions, and the improvement
in Nl estimation when nm is increased). As could be expected, the highest discrepancies between linear and circular analyses are observed for the lowest nm and highest g
value and should be generally negligible relative to other
causes of error. As before, strong biases may be observed
for the lowest nm values, and increasing the number of replicate ancestral trees ([44] vs. [43]) or the number of loci
(case [48]) has little effect, confirming that the biases are
mostly due to mis-specification. The differences between
circular and linear models are very small for nm  40 (with
most CI widths for effects on means narrower than 0.01 in
the PAC likelihood analyses; see fig. 2 legend).
Larger Samples
The previous results show that unaccounted populations become important when there is some ‘‘long-distance’’ dispersal (g . 0; keeping in mind that g 5 0.5
implies only limited long-distance dispersal, compared with
many biological studies). Further, even with a correctly
specified model, there is less information about g in the data
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Table 5
Performance of Estimation for Geometric Dispersal
Nl relative Nm relative
bias
(relative bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)
MSE)

g

0.04 (0.25)
0.08 (0.17) 0.5
[50]a IS
[51] PAC
0.02 (0.29)
0.01 (0.13) —
0.01 (0.24)
0.03 (0.13) —
[52] PAC, nt 5 100
0.17 (0.33) 0.01 (0.16) —
[53] nd 5 1,000, PAC
[54] PAC, l 5 104
0.77 (0.99)
0.03 (0.18) —
[55] SMM, PAC
0.54 (0.57)
0.11 (0.25) —
[56] PAC
0.08 (0.17)
0.10 (0.3) 0.2

pBias
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
( MSE)
0.05
0.02
0.04
0.05
0.09
0.006
0.04

(0.14)
(0.15)
(0.14)
(0.15)
(0.13)
(0.14)
(0.12)

NOTE.—For each sample analyzed, 60 genes were sampled at each of 5 loci (10
in case [50]) in each of 10 demes out of a linear array of 100 demes (except 1,000
for case [53]). The mutation probability was 103 (except 104 for case [54]). nm 5
40 and nt 5 10 except 100 for case [52]. Other simulations settings were as in table
3. 2197 points were analyzed, except in case [50].
a
In case [50], 2 steps of 512 points were computed as described in the text.

Smaller Demes with Higher Dispersal

FIG. 2.—Interaction of edge effects with nm. This figurepcompares
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
selected results from tables 3 and 4. (Relative) bias (n) and MSE ()
are shown for the 3 estimated parameters. Simulation conditions were
identical in the paired linear and circular analyses, including the sequence
of the random number generator (for cases [20] and [32], this may involve
only a subset of all replicates considered in table 3). Hence, with PAC
likelihood, the same sequences of p̂’s were computed, the only difference
being the equations that the p̂’s solve; whereas in the ML analysis, a p̂
value at some step affects the further sequence of p̂ values computed. This
results in a much smaller variance of differences between paired PAC
likelihood analyses compared with paired ML analyses (paired PAC
likelihood analyses may remain statistically different even when the
differences are not visible).

than about the migration rate. Overall, Nm was relatively
well estimated in most cases, estimation of mutation rate
was affected by mis-specification, and estimation of g was
affected both by mis-specification and by lack of power.
To increase power, both larger number of demes sampled and of loci were considered (table 5). As previously,
there is no evidence of mis-specification with 40 demes in
the statistical model. The performance of maximum PAC
likelihood (with 5 loci, case [51]) or of ML estimation (with
10 loci, case [50]) is excellent. Similar results are obtained
with nt 5 10 or 100 sequences (case [52] vs. case [51], all
P . 0.059, all CI bounds on effects ,0.074) for PAC likelihood computation, confirming that a low nt is enough.
Good performance is confirmed in the case g 5 0.2 (case
[56]). However, if samples come from a 1,000-demes array,
a slight bias reappears for Nl estimates (case [53]), whereas
a more substantial bias appears if the true mutation rate is
reduced to 104 (case [54]). The latter phenomenon will be
investigated more thoroughly below. Finally, analysis of
data generated under a bounded SMM shows an 50% reduction in mutation rate estimates but no notable effect on
dispersal estimation (case [55]).

Our aim is to test the performance of the algorithms in
scenarios more representative of spatial structure at small
spatial scale. In this section, we consider samples from a population of 1,000 demes, with fewer individuals per deme and
higher dispersal rate. Twenty demes are sampled, so the
number of demes in the statistical model is always larger
than 20, and then ML analyses based on the IS algorithm
become extremely time consuming. Hence, only maximum
PAC likelihood is considered in all but one simulation.
The results are presented in table 6 and fig. 3. For g 5
0.5 and nm 5 60, there are strong biases, in particular for
Nl. Mutation and migration rates are overestimated,
whereas g is slightly underestimated. As before, simulation
conditions were varied to understand these biases. For nm 5
60, increasing the number of loci yields reductions of variance of estimators (all .50% for both case [58] vs. [62]
and case [61] vs. [60]) but no significant, or even consistent,
improvement in biases. Varying the number of points (cases
[57] vs. [59], [58] vs. [61], and [60] vs. [62]) or of replicate
sequences (cases [57] vs. [58] and [59] vs. [61]) has no detectable effect, except for significant but still small effects (a
few percents at most on biases) for cases [60] vs. [62]. Only
increasing nm to 200 demes does result in improved performance, with reduction of Nl bias (CI on relative reduction
0.17–0.40) and of g bias (CI on reduction 0.007–0.06; Nr2
bias is likewise reduced). Improvement in bias of the same
parameters for an identical increase in nm is also apparent
for a higher level of dispersal (g 5 0.75, case [68] vs. [71];
Nl relative reduction 1.05–1.35, g reduction 0.002–0.07),
although all biases are more moderate and less affected by
nm for lower level of dispersal (g 5 0.2, case [66] vs. [65],
all P . 0.59 for biases). Thus, the mis-specification problems previously encountered are met again, but at higher nm
values, when the total dispersal rate is increased.
Whether poor performance is due in part to the PAC
likelihood heuristics can only be assessed by comparison
with the ML analysis. One comparison was conducted
for nm 5 60 and g 5 0.75 (cases [67] vs. [68]), and both
analyses yield very similar results, except that the PAC likelihood estimates of Nl are slightly less biased (0.03–0.15
relative reduction; MSE is reduced too). For both IS and
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Table 6
Performance of Estimation under High Dispersal

nm

Nl relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

Nm relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

Samples from an array of 1,000 demes of 40 haploid individuals, with m 5 0.25 (Nl 5 0.04, Nm 5 10)
g 5 0.5, Nr2 5 60
[57]
60
0.58 (0.74)
0.91 (1.05)
—
0.58 (0.76)
0.88 (1.01)
[58] (nt 5 30)
[59] (np 5 2197)
—
0.61 (0.79)
0.92 (1.05)
—
0.56 (0.60)
0.86 (0.90)
[60] (nt 5 30, np 5 2,197, 20 loci)
—
0.56 (0.74)
0.94 (1.10)
[61] (nt 5 30, np 5 2,197)
—
0.53 (0.55)
0.95 (1.00)
[62] (nt 5 30, 20 loci)
[63]
200
0.27 (0.69)
0.83 (0.99)
[64]
40
1.26 (1.34)
0.96 (1.08)
g 5 0.2, Nr2 5 18.75
[65]
200
0.38 (0.52)
0.41 (0.52)
[66]
60
0.35 (0.44)
0.39 (0.45)
g 5 0.75, Nr2 5 280
[67] IS
—
1.51 (1.64)
0.77 (0.86)
[68]
—
1.42 (1.55)
0.74 (0.84)
—
1.57 (1.70)
0.75 (0.86)
[69]a IS
—
1.47 (1.60)
0.70 (0.78)
[70]b
[71]
200
0.27 (0.61)
0.54 (0.59)
[72] SMM
—
0.17 (0.44)
0.78 (0.86)

g ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
bias
p
( MSE)

0.19
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.20
0.16
0.19

(0.23)
(0.21)
(0.21)
(0.19)
(0.22)
(0.21)
(0.19)
(0.22)

Nr2 relative
bias
(relative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

0.12
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.12
0.05
0.06

(0.29)
(0.29)
(0.27)
(0.17)
(0.28)
(0.03)
(0.28)
(0.26)

0.07 (0.08)
0.08 (0.08)

0.08 (0.22)
0.09 (0.21)

0.04
0.03
0.07
0.07
0.03
0.08

2.10
2.45
0.59
0.53
0.46
0.16

(0.13)
(0.13)
(0.12)
(0.11)
(0.07)
(0.11)

(4.01)
(4.30)
(2.63)
(2.58)
(1.05)
(0.70)

NOTE.—Estimation is by maximum PAC likelihood except for cases [67] and [69]. Except as noted, nt 5 10, np 5 512 and sample sizes were 5 loci per sample,
20 demes sampled, and 20 genes sampled per deme. Thirty such samples were analyzed in each case, except 120 samples for cases [67]–[70]. The parameter ranges explored
were 2Nl 2 [0.0125, 0.5], 2Nm 2 [2.5, 60] (except for g 5 0.2 where 2Nm 2 [2.5, 40] was sufficient), and g 2 [0.05, 0.8] except g 2 [0.2, 0.999] when true g 5 0.75.
a
Second step of 512 points after case [67].
b
Second step of 512 points after case [68]. It took  20 min per sample on 2.6 GHz 64-bit processors. First and second iterations required about 1,000 and 110 more
time, respectively, for IS computation than for PAC likelihood.

PAC likelihood methods, increasing the number of parameter points (cases [69] and [70]) markedly improved Nr2
estimation. For the other parameters, the distribution of estimates are shown in fig. 4; PAC likelihood was again only
slightly, though consistently, better than ML. Thus, the
PAC likelihood heuristics again appears as an excellent
substitute to likelihood estimation.
The effect of a bounded stepwise mutation process
was tested again (case [72]), and it was again found that
it yielded a reduction in mutation rate estimates and little
effect on other parameters.
Lower Mutation Rate
Performance was assessed for a lower mutation rate
(l 5 104), still with relatively high dispersal rates and
small deme sizes (table 7 and fig. 3). For all cases in the
table, samples were simulated for an array of 1,000 demes
of 40 haploid individuals, with m 5 0.25, 0.5, or 0.75 and
l 5 104 (Nl 5 0.004, Nm 5 10–30). Estimation was by
maximum PAC likelihood with nt 5 10, and Dr2 estimates
were compared with those obtained by the moment method.
Except as noted, sample sizes were 5 loci per sample, 20
demes sampled, and 40 genes sampled per deme; sampled
ranges were 2Nl 2 [0.00125, 0.25]; 2Nm 2 [2.5, 60], g 2
[0.05, 0.8] when true g 5 0.5 and g 2 [0.2, 0.999] when true
g 5 0.75. Genetic diversity remains high in these simulations. For example, in case [78], the probability of identity
in the samples was 0.245.
With respect to Nl estimation, for nm 5 60, the bias
appears high, but only following the previous decision to
measure biases relative to nmNl rather than relative to

ndNl, the mutation rate scaled by the true total size of
the population. For the highest dispersal, the bias is much
weaker when assessed relative to nmNl, and thus estimation
performs more in accordance to the general definition of the
algorithm. Expectedly, the biases are reduced when nm is
increased to 200, though still large in the highest dispersal
case. Again, data simulated under a bounded SMM (case
[84]) yield lower estimates of mutation rate.
Dispersal rate estimates are also substantially biased
but can be interpreted as low-bias estimates neither of
nmNm nor of ndNm. In particular, they do not scale as nd
in the highest dispersal case. FST-based estimates of Nm
could well be better than those derived under nm 5 60.
The biases on Nm and g seem to compensate each other,
yielding low relative biases on Nr2 estimation. Most biases
are reduced when the number of demes is increased, but
additionally increasing the number of loci has little effect,
which again indicates that large biases are mostly due to
mis-specification.
Nr2 estimates could be compared with those obtained
by a moment method (Rousset 1997). Following the classical bias-variance trade-off of likelihood estimators, the
PAC likelihood estimator generally has lower variance
but higher bias than the moment estimator. The PAC likelihood estimator may have lower MSE overall, as one might
expect under well-specified models, but the trend is not
clear cut, which leaves room to speculate what would be
the ‘‘best’’ method in practical conditions. The comparison
could have been more favorable to the likelihood method
in simulation conditions with relatively large l/m as mutation is expected to bias results of the moment method in
that case.
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FIG. 3.—Interaction of mutation with nm. This pfigure
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ compares
selected results from tables 6 and 7. (Relative) bias and MSE are shown
as in Fig. 2. For each (l, nm) combination, cases are ranked by increased
Nr2 values.

Nr2 estimation is better ceteris paribus with nm 5 60
(case [78]) than with nm 5 200 (case [82]) for the same data,
although the opposite effect of mis-specification holds for
the other parameters. This suggests that specifying a large
number of demes is less important for good estimation of
Nr2 than for other parameters.
As usual, it is not a priori obvious to which extant a relatively poor performance is due to numerical issues. In particular, for high g values, a minor error in finding the g MLE
results in a high error on Nr2 estimates. This effect was
already apparent in cases [67]–[70], where increasing
the density of points analyzed markedly improved Nr2 estimation. We have further tested the effect of numerical parameters in cases showing the poorest Nr2 estimation
relative to the moment method. For nm 5 60, increasing
nt to 100 (case [77] vs. [76]) had no notable effect on
the conclusions, whereas when nm 5 200, increasing nt
to 50 (case [83] vs. [82]) substantially reduced the MSE.
Thus, mis-specification is the main determinant of poor
Nr2 estimation for low nm, whereas a higher number of
replicates become necessary for Nr2 estimation with high
nm. The latter conclusion was confirmed when the mutation
model is also mis-specified (cases [84]–[86]). The performance notably improves when nt is increased from 10 to 50,
mainly due to improvement of a few outlying estimates. As
before, PAC likelihood performs as least as well as ML in
this case; MLEs for Nl and Nr2 actually have higher MSE
(P , 0.027).

FIG. 4.—Distributions of estimates by PAC likelihood and IS
estimation. The PAC likelihood distributions (case [70]) are laid over the
likelihood distributions (case [69]). The arrows mark the position of the
parameter values.

Application to Real Data
Watts et al. (2007) have compared genetic and demographic estimates of Dr2 in the damselfly Coenagrion mercuriale along a linear habitat. The demographic estimate of
4Dr2 (for D here being a density of diploid individuals)
derived from a mark–recapture study and corrected for variance in reproductive success was 277,894 individuals.m.
Indirect estimates obtained from a sample of 240 individuals and 14 loci by several variants of the regression method
based on pairwise comparison of individual genotypes
(Rousset 2000) ranged within 179,058–242,816, with a synthetic CI 66,015–392,866.
In simulation conditions fitted to these data with respect to sampling design, gene diversity, dispersal distribution, and total population size (Watts et al. 2007, case r 5
130), the relative bias and root MSE of Dr2 estimates
yielded by the ê regression estimator were 0.93 and 2.55
(reduced to 0.67 and 1.31 when 3 outliers are taken out
of 200 replicates), and the other regression estimator considered yielded some negative estimates (for ease of comparison and as previously discussed in Leblois et al. 2003,
bias and MSE of the more Gaussian-distributed 1/(Dr2)
were instead reported in Watts et al.). These biases are
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Table 7
Performance of Estimation under Lower Mutation Rate
Nl relative
bias
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(relative MSE)
nm 5 60
8.19
[73]a
6.22
[74]a
11.56
[75]a
7.54
[76]a
7.95
[77]b
a
12.53
[78]
nm 5 200
[79]
2.83
[80]
2.85
[81] (20 loci)
2.84
3.96
[82]a
3.79
[83]c
Samples generated under SMM
[84]
2.37
1.95
[85]d
2.12
[86]e
1.73
[87]f IS
g
1.39
Versus [86] (subset)

Nm

Relativepbias
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(relative MSE)

g

pBias
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
( MSE)

Relative bias (relative
Nr2

PAC

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE)

Regression

(8.66)
(6.46)
(11.94)
(7.78)
(8.19)
(13.05)

10
20
—
30
—
—

1.01
2.66
4.89
3.30
3.82
7.41

(1.04)
(2.99)
(5.77)
(3.43)
(3.97)
(8.21)

0.75
0.5
0.75
0.5
—
0.75

0.09
0.32
0.28
0.30
0.34
0.38

(0.11)
(0.33)
(0.31)
(0.30)
(0.34)
(0.39)

280
120
560
180
—
840

0.16
0.05
0.13
0.36
0.31
0.09

(0.54)
(0.27)
(0.43)
(0.50)
(0.46)
(0.45)

0.003
0.08
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.06

(0.50)
(0.44)
(0.44)
(0.20)
(0.20)
(0.55)

(3.01)
(2.99)
(2.89)
(4.84)
(4.07)

—
10
—
30
—

0.79
0.66
0.61
5.02
3.66

(0.90)
(0.71)
(0.63)
(5.31)
(3.68)

—
—
—
—
—

0.18
0.08
0.07
0.30
0.24

(0.21)
(0.10)
(0.08)
(0.38)
(0.25)

60
280
—
840
—

0.12
0.02
0.06
0.18
0.12

(0.26)
(0.44)
(0.16)
(0.70)
(0.46)

0.08
0.003
0.04
0.06
0.06

(0.37)
(0.50)
(0.25)
(0.55)
(0.55)

(2.85)
(2.45)
(2.71)
(1.82)
(1.51)

10
—
—
—
—

0.73
0.74
0.71
0.87
0.84

(0.80)
(0.79)
(0.76)
(0.91)
(0.87)

—
—
—
—
—

0.08
0.07
0.08
0.06
0.07

(0.11)
(0.10)
(0.10)
(0.08)
(0.09)

280
—
—
—
—

0.18
0.17
0.13
0.34
0.18

(0.92)
(0.80)
(0.67)
(0.72)
(0.45)

0.09 (0.57)
0.09 (0.57)
0.09 (0.57)

NOTE.—In each case, 200 samples were analyzed by the moment method, and 30 samples were analyzed by maximum PAC likelihood, except for cases [84] and [86]
(60 samples) np 5 512, except as noted.
a
For analyses with nm 5 60, as well as case [82], where large biases were observed and difficult to anticipate, 2 steps of 512 points were computed as described in the
text. In the first step, estimates were deduced from 512 points in the range 2Nl 2 [0.00125, 0.25], 2Nm 2 [2.5, 450], and g 2 [0.05, 0.999].
b
Two-steps procedure, nt 5 100 after first step of analysis of case [76].
c
Two-steps procedure, nt 5 50 after first step of analysis of case [82].
d
Two-steps procedure, the first step being case [84].
e
As case [85] but with nt 5 50 in the second step.
f
In case [87], the first 10 samples of case [86] were analyzed by ML with np 5 256 and nt 5 50. This computation takes about 13 CPU years on 2.8-GHz processors.
g
Same 10 samples as in case [86].

largely small-sample ones as could be seen by comparison
with an estimate from 40,000 loci. More important though,
the CI deduced jointly from the 2 regression estimators
were little affected by such biases and had good coverage
properties (Watts et al. 2007). To analyze the same simulated data by PAC likelihood, individual genotypes have to
be binned in artefactual demes. Here, 80 such demes were
defined exactly as described below for the actual data analysis. Geometric dispersal is still assumed in the statistical
model, which now implies mis-specification of the dispersal
distribution. Despite this, estimation performance is substantially improved as the maximum PAC likelihood has
a lower relative root MSE of 0.54 (bias is 0.8%; from 60
replicates).
We have reanalyzed the damselfly data by PAC likelihood. Here, the linear habitat was divided in nm spatial
units of width 3500/(nm  1) m, the patch of habitat (the
‘‘Lower Itchen Complex’’ in Watts et al. 2007, fig. 1) being
about 3500 m long. For nm 5 80, several gradually more
^ 2159,
focused (in parameter space) analyses led to 4Dr2 ¼
the unit being individuals.(bin width). When translated
^ 95; 645. Several
back to individuals.m, this is 4Dr2 ¼
independent, less focused replicate analyses yielded likelihood ratio CI 50,000–140,000 (fig. 5 shows one
such computation, where the Nb estimate is 92,039). Sim^ 123; 676 and 113; 303
ilar computations yielded 4Dr2 ¼
individuals.m for nm 5 5 and 20, respectively. Thus,
as did nm in the simulations, the bin width has little
effect on Dr2 estimates, although it affects more the other
estimators.

Discussion
Performance of Estimation
In this work, we have investigated the performance of
ML estimation of mutation and dispersal parameters under
isolation by distance in a linear habitat, using de Iorio and
Griffiths’ IS algorithm. We have focused on the effect of
mis-specification of the number of demes. In the same
conditions, we have also found that the maximum PAC
likelihood approximation is practically as efficient as ML
analysis.
Beyond the simulation results reported in this ms,
we have considered some additional approximations
that would ease computations for large arrays of demes.
In particular, approximation of the remote ancestry of a sample by Kingman’s coalescent has been considered in 2dimensional models (Cox 1989; Cox and Durrett 2002;
Zähle et al. 2005), but for ancestors of genes uniformly
sampled on the lattice, rather than in a small part of it as
considered here. Even for uniform sampling, both analysis
(Cox 1989) and simulations (Wilkins 2004) suggest it is not
appropriate for linear habitats. In agreement with these results, we could not achieve good performance by such approximations while simultaneously reducing computation
time by a notable extent (details not shown).
Expectedly, there is good performance of ML in favorable conditions (no model mis-specification, large sample
size). In less favorable conditions, performance is affected
differentially for different parameters. Estimation of g is
often very poor (e.g., fig. 4). In general, the dispersal rate
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FIG. 5.—PAC likelihood surface for the Coenagrion mercuriale data
set. Top: a contour plot of likelihood for 2Nl 5 0.4. Dashed lines are
lines of equal Nb values (50,000, 92,039, and 140,000 from left to right).
PAC likelihood analysis was computed for 2197 points with nt 5 100
(requiring 52 CPU hours on 2.66 GHz processors). Bottom: a profile
likelihood ratio plot from the same PAC likelihood computation, derived
by profiling over (Nm, g) values for given neighborhood size (Nb). The
likelihood ratio relative to the maximum is shown. Confidence regions are
given by the v2 approximation for the profile likelihood ratio (Cox and
Hinkley, 1974, pp. 322 sqq). With 2 df, the 95% confidence region for
(2Nl, Nb) is simply bounded by the 0.05 level for the profile likelihood
ratio (i.e., the outer level in this plot), whereas the 95% CI for Nb is given
by the 0.1465 level of the 1-dimensional profile. The point estimate is
marked by a þ.

Nm appears easier to estimate to the extent that ;60% relative biases are deemed acceptable, but larger biases can
again result from mis-specification. Large biases occur even
though sampled demes exchange essentially no migrants
with demes not accounted in the statistical model. Positive
biases of Nm estimates and negative biases of g estimates
compensate each other to yield Nr2 estimates with low relative MSE. Thus, the largest Nr2 MSEs are obtained when
g is well estimated (i.e., for g 5 0.75 in tables 6 and 7).

Figure 5 also shows that there is more information about
Nr2 than about Nm and g separately.
Estimates of the mutation rate Nl are generally biased
upward, to some extent by small sample bias, but in particular when fewer subpopulations are considered in the statistical model than in simulation of the data and when the
mutation rate is low. Local diversity contains information
about the mutation rate scaled by the total population size
(Nagylaki 1983; Slatkin 1987; Strobeck 1987), so the likelihood must depend on the total size of the population. However, the dependence of diversity on total size may be only
perceptible for small mutation rates. For high mutation rates
and low dispersal, the probability of identity within demes
(or a few demes apart) depends little on the total size of the
array (see, e.g., comparison of Maruyama’s (1970b) finite
lattice results to Nagylaki’s (1974) infinite lattice results in
fig. 2 of Cox and Durrett 2002), so that there may be little
statistical information to distinguish between a 40-demes
and a 1,000-demes array. This may explain why distribution of NTl estimates appear closer to Nnml than to the true
NTl value for the higher mutation rate (103) and lower
dispersal, whereas the reverse holds for higher dispersal
and lower mutation rate (104, table 7).
Similar trends are observed for Nm estimates but are
not always so easily understood. For high mutation (l 5
103), relatively good estimation of Nm can be achieved.
For l 5 104 and large dispersal, no migration rate appears
well estimated when deme number is mis-specified. This
does show how easily likelihood methods could be misused
in realistic conditions.
There would be considerable difficulties, both conceptual and statistical, in trying to estimate the number of
demes itself. Over the timescale of genealogical processes,
assuming a fixed number of demes is often no more than
a convenient device. Even in the ideal case considered in
the simulations, comparing the PAC likelihoods of the fitted
parameter values under models with different number of
demes does not point to good estimates of this number.
In the 3 cases from table 7 were the comparison was possible, the data were equally well fitted under the 60-demes
model as under the 200-demes model; the fitted PAC likelihoods were, if anything, slightly lower for larger number
of demes, thus pointing away from the true value of 1,000
demes.
Because any pure simulation study may miss important factors affecting the performance of estimation, comparisons with demographic estimates are also important to
evaluate the possible impact of factors ignored in the simulations and eventually to force us to consider additional
factors. In the present case, the maximum PAC likelihood
estimate is ;3 times lower than the demographic estimate,
and its CI excludes this estimate. As discussed by Watts
et al. (2007), the demographic estimate reported in that
study is a worst-case overestimate for comparisons with genetic estimates, in that no attempt was made to correct for
variations in population density over years. The genetic
point estimates differ in a manner consistent with the expected bias of the regression estimators under simulation
conditions fitted to the conditions of the population studied,
but more importantly the CI obtained by the regression
method overlaps widely with the one given by PAC
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likelihood. Hence, one explanation consistent with all available evidence is that both genetic methods estimate, with
different small-sample biases, the same effective Dr2
and that the demographic estimate was too high. Although
discrepancies between the different methods (in particular,
asymptotic bias) could still be sought, they would be of the
order of differences in confidence limits (20% for the lower
bound, 145% for the upper bound). Further comparisons
would be necessary to demonstrate systematic differences
of this magnitude.
We have assumed the same mutation rate for all loci. It
is unclear how variation in mutation rate would affect the
analyses, and estimating one mutation parameter per locus
would be both highly impractical and would increase the
MSE of the other estimates. A tentative solution to this problem could be to use a random effect model for mutation, that
is, to integrate the likelihood over a distribution of mutation
rates, of which some parameters would be estimated.
Predicting Mis-Specification Biases
Although our analysis has highlighted the biases resulting from mis-specification of the number of demes,
some of these biases appear small compared with the accuracy sometimes expected (Whitlock and McCauley 1999)
from analyses of spatial genetic structure. How far this conclusion will remain true when a wider range of biological
scenarios is considered? It would be helpful to be able to
predict biases by relatively simple arguments.
In an idealized world, spatial patterns would contain
no information about mutation rates, and dispersal rates
could be estimated independently of mutation. To some extent, this is what occurs with moment methods based on
probabilities of identity of pairs of genes: local diversity
depends on the mutation rate but FST and related quantities
are relatively independent of mutation (Crow and Aoki
1984; Slatkin 1991), particularly at a local geographical
scale (Rousset 1996). Thus, it is to some extent possible
to estimate dispersal rate without good estimates of mutation rates. The present results, as those of Beerli (2004),
suggest a similar behavior, in that mutation rate estimation
is more affected by mis-specification. However, cases
where mis-specification also notably affects estimation of
dispersal were also pointed out.
Attempts to estimate simultaneously dispersal and mutation by moment methods could also result in biased estimates of both parameters (an example will be presented
below). It is therefore tempting to try to predict the biases
of MLEs from the analytical theory for pairs of genes, and
the number of demes to be considered in the statistical
model might be predicted from such theory. Bias prediction
was considered by Slatkin (2005), but the approximations
of diversity by expected coalescence times he considered do
not describe well genetic identity at loci with high mutation
rates. In addition, it may not be possible to fit exactly all
probabilities of identity in a large array of demes to a model
with few parameters. Validating any prediction procedure is
bound to be complex.
Nevertheless, the simple example of the island model
can be used to support such a logic. A way of predicting
biases in the island model is to compute expected values

of within- and among-deme probabilities of identity for
the actual number of population and to find the numerical
values of the mutation and migration rates which would
give the same probabilities of identity for the assumed number of demes in the estimation model. These computations
are straightforward (e.g., Nagylaki 1983; Rousset 2004, pp.
27, 224).
Thus, in the demographic conditions of case [51]
(nd 5 100 demes, N 5 400, m 5 0.01), but for an island
model of dispersal, if the mutation probability is 104 (for
a KAM with 10 alleles) the probabilities of identity within
and among demes are 0.269 and 0.181, and the mutation
and migration probabilities which yield the same probabilities in a 10-demes model are 9.1  104 and 0.0083. The
predicted relative biases are therefore 8.1 and 0.17. The
observed biases were close: 8.8 and 0.20 out of 60 replicate samples of 5 loci (further simulation details not
shown). The observed biases are thus well predicted and
close to those of a moment method using the information
contained in probabilities of identity. Likewise, if the mutation probability is 103, the probabilities of identity
within and among demes are 0.196 and 0.108, and the mutation and migration probabilities which yield the same
probabilities in a 10-demes model are 0.0053 and
0.0048, yielding predicted relative biases 4.3 and 0.52,
respectively. The observed biases were again close: 4.04
and 0.46 out of 60 replicate samples of 5 loci.
Beyond illustrating a case where the probabilities of
identity provide good prediction of MLE biases, these examples also illustrate the simple expectation, consistent
with the other simulation results, that the relative bias on
mutation estimation will be of the order of the nd/nm ratio
when the mutation rate is low and lower for higher mutation
rates. In the latter case, however, the bias on the migration
rate can be large and not so easily interpreted.
Therefore, a higher number of demes might need to
be considered for lower mutation rates, which could be
a serious practical problem for some types of markers.
The comparison of Nl biases in table 6 versus table 7 supports this idea. Local diversity is more sensitive to total
size when dispersal is less localized (higher m or g values).
So, by the same logic, a higher number of demes should be
considered when dispersal rates are higher, which is indeed observed in our simulations. Mis-specification effects could be important in 2-dimensional applications
and more generally when the probability of identity is
more dependent on the total size of the population than
in a linear habitat.
Finally, the variation in local diversity in KAM versus
SMMs is at most that resulting from a 2-fold variation in
mutation rate (Rousset 1996), so one could expect the mutation model to have little impact on estimator performance
beyond an at most 2-fold effect on mutation rate estimation,
which is indeed what was observed when stepwise mutation
data were analyzed under a KAM statistical model.
Conclusion
The present work has shown that ML can be applied to
allelic type data from moderately large networks of populations. Maximum PAC likelihood is of potential utility for
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larger networks. Its performance was practically identical to
that of ML estimation and even superior in most cases for an
identical computation effort. The current implementation
effectively allows ML analyses of systems of nm 5 10
demes in a few hours, and maximum PAC likelihood analyses of larger arrays (up to 200 demes in this study) can
yield reasonably accurate estimates within a week. When
the true number of demes is unknown, the assessment of
performance yields mixed results. The number of demes
that has to be considered in the statistical model to achieve
good performance depends on the scale of dispersal and the
mutation rate, which may limit the range of realistic applications. Mis-specification biases for mutation rates are
relatively easily understood but less so for dispersal parameters. The composite parameter Dr2 was relatively little affected by mis-specification of the number of demes, but it
may be difficult to overcome mis-specification biases in the
estimation of other dispersal parameters.
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